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Using Marchenko’s own method, it is shown that three elements are required for 
the existence of a Marchenko fundamental equation. These are a convergent sum 
over the discrete spectrum, a bounded translation operator, and sometimes when 
there are “spectral singularities,” a domain in the complex plane of the momentum 
k where the representation of the regular solution as a linear combination of the 
two Jost solutions is meaningful. Meanwhile, we prove that for a class of complex 
potentials that will be called regular, a variant of Marchenko’s equation exists. 
Clarification of the relationship between the completeness of the two sets of 
solutions for the unperturbed and the perturbed equation on one hand and the 
existence of a fundamental equation on the other hand is also achieved. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
These notes are intended to extend Marchenko’s monograph [ l] and more 
precisely the Marchenko fundamental equation to non-selfadjoint operators 
according to Naimark-Ljance studies [2]. Indeed, a problem arises when 
non-selfadjoint operators are considered. To illuminate the problem, let us 
consider a Z= 0 Schrodinger equation. Let f,(k; r) and f,(k; Y) be the Jost 
solutions for the equation f’ = [U(x) - k2] f which behave as exp kikr as r 
approaches infinity. A special regular solution y(k; r) of I$’ = [U(X) - k2 ] y 
called the physical solution can be expressed by the equation 
w(k; r)=fz(k r) - S(k)A(k r>> 
valid for k real. This last equation, however, is nothing more or less than the 
Fourier transform of the Marchenko fundamental equation. The difficulty 
with complex potentials is that S(k) may blow up for k real (spectral 
singularities) and the Fourier method of Marchenko is lost. For example, let 
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U = (A + iB) 6(x - R); the Jost function f(k) = 1 - (A $ iB)/k and S(k) = 
f(-k)/‘(k) blows up for k = (A + iB). When A = 0, S(k) has a real pole. 
The essential purpose of this paper is to show how to analyze the situation. 
One way or the other, one will have to deform the contour in the Fourier 
transform; this is why one needs special assumptions on U(x). 
Our main result, the proof that a Marchenko equation exists for a class of 
complex potentials which are not necessarily short range, is obtained by 
using a relatively unknown paper of Ljance [3]. Our purpose in originating 
these notes was to specify to which classes of potentials the Marchenko 
method can be applied. In so doing we show that in addition to the class of 
short range complex potentials, a variant of the Marchenko equation exists 
for a class of complex potentials that we shall call regular. They are so 
called since their tail has a “regular” analytic continuation in the complex 
plane of r. The extension of the interaction in the complex plane, which has 
been found so fruitful in van Winter studies [4], introduces the possibility of 
avoiding the restriction of short range potentials. In the present work we 
limit ourselves to the three-dimensional Schriidinger equation with a central 
potential, allowing this latter, however, to be complex; we look for the 
conditions the potential must satisfy for Marchenko’s method to apply. In 
spite of the fact that we deal with the radial equation for the three- 
dimensional problem, the conditions which will be found apply “mutatis 
mutandis” to the one-dimensional equations. Essentially we find that the 
application of Marchenko’s method rests upon the presence of three 
elements: (1) there exists a bounded transformation kernel, that, following 
the pioneering work of Levitan 151, we continue to call the “translation 
kernel”; (2) there exists a domain of the complex plane where the regular 
solution can be represented as a superposition of Jost solutions. When no 
“spectral singularity” exists as in the real case, or if all spectral singularities 
are of degree one, the domain can be shrunk into the real axis; (3) the 
summation over the discrete set of spectral elements is convergent. Condition 
(3) is satisfied if the set of normalizable states and the set of spectral 
singularities are both finite. 
Before entering into the subject, we want to point out the essential 
character of condition (1): it is not sufficient, as is sometimes done, to define 
the translation kernel K(x, y) or the spectral kernel 8(x, y) by an integral 
such as 
F(x,y) = $h,(l, kx)[ 1 -S(k)] h,(k ky) dk 
to guarantee the existence of F or that of K. The Gelfand-Levitan method in 
this respect is particularly impressive: the kernel K(x, y) is the solution of an 
integral equation which according to the Riemann method reads [6], 
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WY Y) = f I,:;-,, $ R(x, y; s, --s + x - y) K(s, --s + x - ~1) ds 
I 
(xtY)/2 
+$ R(x, Y; s, s) U(s) ds 
(X-Y)/2 
W, Y; s, u> U(s) K(s, u) du 
+ 4 J(:::,,* dsj;+x-s R(x, y; s, u) U(s) K(s, u) du. 
If the first term of the r.h.s. does not vanish, this equation is not suitable for 
the method of successive approximations [6, 71. 
Since we have already discussed the problem of the existence of a trans- 
lation kernel for real potentials and for complex but short range potentials, 
very little will be found here on these two cases; however, it will be 
necessary to consider the class of regular complex potentials. 
Section 2 of this paper contains the prerequisite to its reading, Section 3 
deals with the representation of the regular solution, and Section 4 concerns 
the bound for the translation kernel and treats mainly the case of regular 
complex potentials. In Section 5 we prove the existence of a fundamental 
equation in the three following cases: Real potentials, complex but short 
range, and complex and regular. In the sixth section the relationship between 
the completeness of the set of solutions and the existence of a fundamental 
equation is discussed. 
2. NOTATION 
We consider the Schrodinger equation 
-(h2/2m)[V2 + q-l] v(r) = Eve), (14 
where the term -(A2/2m) V* is called kinetic energy, and the term V(r) is 
called equivalently either potential energy or interaction energy or, more 
briefly, potential or interaction; finally E is the total energy. A partial wave 
expansion of v(r) yields the set of I partial wave radial equations 
[ (d’/dr*) - (1(1+ 1)/r’) + k* - U(r)] ~(1, k; r) = 0. (lb) 
In Eq. (1 b) we have set 
k2 = (2m/h*) E, U(r) = (2m/h*) V(r). 
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Some special solutions of Eq. (lb) when U(r) zz 0 are needed; they are the 
so-called Riccati-Bessel and Riccati-Hankel solutions. Their notations and 
their limits are 
j(Z, kr) rzo (kr)‘+ l/(21 + l)!! ,Ta sin(kr - (ln/2)), 
h,(f, kr) fm exp i(kr - (lz/2)) ,E~ (kr)-‘/(21- l)!!, 
h,(l, kr) ,~cx exp -i(kr - (l7r/2)) ,zO (kr)-‘/(21- I)!!. 
Between these three solutions we have the relation 
(1/2i)[h,(l, kr) - h,(l, kr)] =j(l, kr). * 
For later use, we introduce also the solution n(l, kr) defined by 
n(f, kr) = - 4 [h,(l, kr) + h,(f, kr)]. 
A. Important Solutions: U # 0 
Let us introduce the important solutions of Eq. (lb) when U(r) is different 
from zero and satisfies conditions of “moments” 
where 1 . . . 1 is the absolute value symbol. 
These solutions are the regular solution and the Jost solutions. They are 
introduced now with their definitions. 
The Regular Solution 
It is denoted 4(1, k, r) and defined as 
#(l,k;r)=~+~j’G(I,k;r,s)U(s)~(Z,k;s)ds, (2) 
0 
with G(Z, k; r, s) = [h,(I, kr) h,(l, ks) - h,(l, ks) h,(l, kr)]. 
It is an analytic function of k (k finite) in the complex plane provided the 
interaction U(r) satisfies (C 1) 
I 
00 
sa 1 U(s)1 ds < 00, a = 1 and 2. (Cl) 
0 
It behaves at the origin as j(l, k; r) does, namely, as (kr)‘+ l/(21 + l)!! and at 
r = co one has the following limit: 
* These functions are more often denoted: h^, , &, j, t?. 
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j& qS(l, k; r) = C sin1 kr - (/7~/2) + 6(1, k) 1, 
where C is some constant and 6(1, k) is the phase shift. 
We note a bound for @(I, k; r); it is 
ld(Z, k; r)l < C’[lkrl/(l + Ikrl)]“’ exp IIm h-1, 
with a second constant C’. One might have also introduced solutions which 
are irregular at the origin and analytic in the complex plane of k (k finite); 
but their physical relation to scattering is not clear, so they are abandoned in 
favor of the Jost solutions. 
The Jost Solutions 
These will be denoted f, and f, in parallel with the notation h, and h,. 
Their integral equation is 
fi(l, k; r) = hi& k; r) 
1 m 
1 2ik I G(4 k r, s) W).M, k; s) ds, 
i= 1,2. (3) 
From Eq. (3), .&(L k; r) =r+a) hi(l, kr). If the interaction satisfies (Cl), f, is 
defined in the half plane Im k > 0, while fi is defined in the half plane 
Imk,<O. 
Keeping with the “moment” type of condition, one can assume a stronger 
condition than (Cl), for instance (C2) 
Jom 1 U(r)1 ear dr < co, a > 0. cc21 
Condition (C2) expresses that U(r) is a “short range” potential; a is related 
to the range. 
With (C2) types of potentials f, is defined in Im k > -a/2 and f, is 
defined in Im k < a/2. A quite different way of strengthening (Cl) is 
considered. Instead of requiring stronger “moments” conditions, one might 
require the analytic continuation of U(r) in the complex plane of the radial 
variable r. It can be done as follows: 
Let 4, be a strictly positive number and r, a positive quantity, 4, > 0, 
r0 > 0. Let r = p exp i6? Let us assume the potential U(r) is such that 
(a) V@ exp i8) exists for 181 < 9, and 
@I I WJ exp 81 < VP’ cp>z+q 
for all 1~91 < 4, and p > r,. (C3) 
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Let D be the domain of the complex plane of r wherein 101 < 4, and 
p > r,. A potential satisfying (Cl) and (C3) will from now on be called a 
regular potential, a short way to say that its tail has a “regular” analytic 
continuation in the domain D of the complex plane. 
If the potential is regular in D, one can prove that the regular solution is 
bounded in D by the same bound as before, 
I$(l,k;r)l < C’[]kr]/(l +]kr()]‘+‘exp(Imkr]. 
Let r = x + iy = peie be a point in D; one can consider the following 
integration paths: 
i 
cc + iy 
i 
me@ 
dx’, dp’. 
xtiy oei@ 
If r is not in D, r real < r,,, one may consider the integration path [r, r,, , 
r. + Le”[ with 0 <A < co, denoted in short 
I q ds. 
Modified Jest solutions are introduced; they will be distinguished by 
capital letters 
Fi(Z, k; r) = hi(Z, kr) - -& J4 dsG(Z, k; r, S) U(s) F,(Z, k; s). (4) 
rr,e 
The Fi(Z, h; r) are solutions of Eq. (1); they are analytic in k depending on 
Im[keie]: 
F, when Im[ke”] >O, F, when Im]kePie] < 0. (5) 
By taking 0 > 0 (0 < 0), the definition off, (fi) is extended. The modified 
Jost solutions are therefore the analytic continuation in the complex plane of 
k of the ordinary Jost solutions. 
Two Other Solutions 
The physical solution is t&Z, k; r), whose behavior as r goes to infinity is 
t&Z, k; r) = h,(Z, k; r) - S(k) h,(Z, k; r)]. (6) 
It satisfies the Fredholm integral equation 
VW, k; r) =j(Z, kr) - ilrj(Z, ks) h,(Z, kr) U(s) w(Z, k; s) ds 
0 
1 O” -- 
5 k r 
Al, kr) h,(Z, ks) U(s) w(Z, k; s) ds; (7) 
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the domain of validity of Eq. (7) is limited by the zeros of the Fredholm 
determinant, but w(Z, k; r) can also be defined as a multiple of the regular 
solution #(I, k; r). 
The Naimark solution. Since we only need a solution which behaves as 
f,(f, k; r) for r = co, but contrarily to fi is defined in Im k 2 0, we consider 
the integral equation 
j$, k, I) = Ml, kr) + &jr h,(l, kr) h,(Z, ks) U(s)&(l, k, s) ds 
a 
In Eq. (8), the limit a is chosen to make the series solution absolutely 
convergent; f,(l, k, r) is detined in Im k > 0 with the exception of k = 0. The 
Naimark solution is a jointly continuous function of r and k for 
x > a, Imk>O, Ikl > ~1 
For each value of r in (0, co], f,(l, k, r) is holomorphic of k in the region 
)Imkl >O lkl >P. 
Instead of retaining Eq. (8) to definef,(l, k; r) when r < a, it may be better to 
replace (8) by 
where the constants a and /3 of (9) are chosen to match the values of the two 
T2(l, k; r))s as given by Eqs. (8) and (9) and the values of their two 
derivatives 7; (1, k; r))s at r = a. 
3. REPRESENTATION OF THE REGULAR SOLUTION 
(OR OF THE PHYSICAL SOLUTION) 
Three cases are considered: (a) U( ) r real, (b) U(r) complex and short 
range, and (c) U(r) complex and regular. In all three cases, we restrict the 
study to (C4) potentials, namely, potentials with T(k) = O(k*‘). The function 
T(k) is defined later. The reason for this restriction is found in Eq. (31) of 
Section 5. 
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A. U(r) Real 
Let us introduce “limits” of the f;.(Z, k; r)‘s as r --$ 0 by the definition 
fi(Z, k) = hl[(kr)’ (l/(21 - l)!!)fi(Z, k; r)], i= 1,2. 
For k real ~0, one can express the regular solution by 
#(L k; 4 = (i/2k*‘+‘)[.f,(k k)f,(L k; r> -f,(L k)f,(L k; r)]. (10) 
The physical solution v(Z, k; r) can be represented in Im k > 0 (k finite) by 
-2ity(Z, k; I) = #(Z, k; r) k”+‘f; ‘(I, k). (11) 
Consequently, from Eqs. (10) and (11) for k real #O one has 
v/U, k; 9 = KU, k; r) - W)f,(Z, k; r)] (12) 
with 
S(k) =M, kh!f~(L k) =fiK -k)/f,V, k); (13) 
T(k) from the beginning of this section is simply [ 1 - S(k)]. If the potential 
U(r) is real and (C 1) holds, then Eqs. (1 l)-( 13) are defined for all real 
k# 0. 
Together with (10) we may consider 
$(Z, k; I) = (i/2k*‘+‘)[f,(Z, k)&Z, k; r) -z(Z, k)f,(Z, k; 91, (10’) 
where we have introduced the “limit” 
J;,(Z, k) = Frn[(kr)’ (l/(21 - l)!!)j;(Z, k; r)]. 
We may therefore define 
~4 k; r) = [.7X, k; I) - ~(k)f,(L k r>l, 
with 
(12’) 
@) =.%L k)lf, (1, k). 
Eqs. (1 l’)-(13’) are valid for 
(13’) 
Ikl >P in Im k > 0. 
In order to prepare for Section 5 we consider the integral 
[w(Z, k; r) -j(L kr)] h ‘(1, kr) dk. 
(14) 
(Isa) 
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The (at(c) in (15) and (16) are used to distinguish these from similar 
equations found here in Sections 3a-c. Since S(k) has no pole for k real 
(U(r) is real, and (Cl) holds) 
E can be set equal to 0. (16a) 
One computes Z(Z, r) using Eq. (11) to define t&Z, k; r). The functionf,(Z, k), 
which does not vanish for real k, is holomorphic in Im k > 0. The poles of 
S(k) in the half plane Im k > 0 are discrete; they are also simple (order one). 
They are located on the positive imaginary axis. Let us consider these poles. 
Let ik,, be the pole of S(k) closest to the real axis; in Im k > 0, one 
chooses p = k,,/2 and fixes the limit a of Eq. (8) accordingly. The potential 
being (Cl), Z(Z, ) I can also be computed by the method of residues in the half 
plane Imk>O, using Eq.(ll) for ]Imk)<k,, and (11’) for ]Imkl>k,, as 
definitions for ~(f, k; r); the (Cl) condition makes the integral vanish along 
the semicircle of infinite radius. 
B. U(r) Complex and Short Range 
I W9 ear dr< m,a>O. 
Nothing is changed in the domain of validity of Eqs. (1 l’t(13’); 
however, the domain of validity of (1 l)-( 13) is extended to the strip 
]Im kl <a/2. 
When one considers Z(f, r), one must face the possibility that f,(Z, k) may 
vanish when k is real (possibility of real poles for S(k)). These zeros of 
f,(Z, k) are called, following [2], spectral singularities. If these singularities 
are first-order poles of S(k), they may be surrounded by semicircles of radius 
E and a principal value formula may be used to compute Z(Z, r); but this is 
not possible for second-order poles. Then some variant for Z(1, r) must be 
used. We shall proceed as follows: 
The short range potential guarantees that f,(Z, k) is holomorphic in 
Im k > a/2. The set of its zeros in Im k > 0 is therefore finite and all the 
zeros are discrete. 
Let k, = a, + i/3, be the pole in Im k > 0 which is closest to the real axis 
in Im k > 0. Define Z(Z, r) by 
Z(I, r) = Jmir’ -oo+is [~(~~k;r)-~(~~kr)l h,(Lkr)dk, (15b) 
where 
E = 4 Inf@, , a/2). (16b) 
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Compute this new Z(Z, r) using definition (12) for yl(Z, k; r). Take E =p and 
compute Z(Z, r) using the method of residues with (11) and (12’) as the 
definition of v(Z, k; r) according to whether 1 Im k I< p or / Im k 1 > p. 
C. Complex but Regular 
Since we intend to extend the definition of f,(Z, k; r) in Im k > 0, we 
consider the modified Jost function 
F,(l, k; r) = h,(Z, k; r) - & l+ G(1, k; r, s U(s) F,(Z, k; s) ds. 
rr,,e 
The angle 0 will be taken as 0 < 19 < 1 #,,I when Re k > 0, and as 
- \$0j < 13 < 0 when Re k < 0. Together with F,(1, k; r), we consider also its 
“limit” F,(Z; k) as r goes to zero. Now we replace the former Eqs. (12) and 
(13) by 
~4, k; 4 = [F,(k k r) - S(k).f,(k k; r)], (12c) 
S(k) =.I-,@, k)lF,(L k). (13c) 
The domain of definition of (12~) and (13~) is the “union” of the two acute 
angles (0, 0) and (rc - 0, x), the point k = 0 being excluded. This “union” will 
be called the angular sector %5“(0) or simply <Y(8). Together with Eqs. (12) 
and (13), we again use Eqs. (11’) and (12’). Let A be any positive number 
and d a positive angle 0 < d < 19. Let A and B be the points of the complex 
plane (A exp iv) and (A exp i(rc - u/)). The set of poles of S(k) in the angle - -- 
(OA, OB) of the semi-infinite lines OA, OB is finite. 
Let k, = 1 k, 1 exp iv, the nonreal zero off, (I, k) closest to the real axis. Let 
k, be the real zero off,(Z, k), if such a zero exists, closest o the origin. Take 
&=~Inf{lk,/siny/,Ik,I} if k,, E ,5“(19), 
=flk,l if k, & P(0). (15c) 
Now we introduce the infinite broken line Z? -co + is, --oo + ie, -E, E, 
co + ie. One can compute and define Z(f, r) by 
Z(L r) = j [ ~4, k; r) --Al, kr)] h,(l, kr) dk, (16~) 
I 
where Z(Z, r) is first computed using definition (12~) for w(Z, k; r). It is later 
computed by the method of residues using definitions (11) and (12’) for 
w(l, k; r). 
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4. THE TRANSLATION KERNEL 
Let U’ and U2 be two potentials, let f i, i = 1, 2, j = 1, 2, be their 
respective Jost solutions. If the Marchenko representation 
f;(Z, k; r) =ff(Z, k, r) + jx’ K’*(Z; r, s)j-;(I, k, s) ds, i= 1,2, 
r 
exists, the potential U’ will be called the “reference” potential for the 
Marchenko representation. 
When the reference potential is Ur 0, we simply write 
~f;:(Z, k; r) = hi(Z, kr) + Jo K(Z; r, s) hi(Z, ks) ds, i= 1, 2. 
r 
The kernels K’*(Z; r, s), K(Z; r, s) are the Marchenko kernels. The trans- 
lation kernel K(Z; r, t) for the Marchenko representation is introduced for any 
value of the angular momentum Z and for r < t by the integral equation [ 61 
K(Z; r, t) = f j” R(Z; r, t; s, s) U(s) ds 
(r+f)/z 
+ +j 
trt o/2 
ds jtpr+” R(Z; I, t; s, u) U(s) K(Z; s, u) du 
r ttr-s 
+ ijc;+,,,2 dsjs--’ R(Z;r,t;s,u)U(s)K(Z;s,u)du, (17) 
and by K(Z; r, t) = 0, for r > t. 
In Eq. (17), R(Z; r, t; s, U) denotes the Riemann solution. When U z 0, one 
has 
R(Z; r, t; s, u) = P(Z; 1 - 22) 
with 
z = (1/16usrt)(r + t ,u - s)(s - u + t - r) 
X (24 + t + s + r)(u + t - s - r) (18) 
and with P the Legendre polynomial of degree 1. The argument of P is 
(1 - 22). 
When r and t are real with r ,< t, the translation kernel is bounded as 
follows [7, 81: 
I KU, r, 41 = .4 (t/r)’ u,((r + d/2) exp 0, (4, 
Ui(X) = j”) si 1 U(s)/ ds i=O, 1. 
I (19) 
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FIG. 1. W,withitsorderrelation:r<l,u<r,u<r<f+u<t. 
Using the method of [3], we extend its results to an 1 # 0 situation; a 
bound for the translation kernel when U(r) is a regular complex potential is 
thus obtained. We proceed as follows: 
Let D be reintroduced with r0 and 4, and let W,, = D f7 R ’ with the order 
relation CC of R ’ ; a E <. 
If (randt)ER+, bound (19) is valid. In W,, we therefore have (19). In 
order to extend the bound to W, , we extend the order relation in W,, 
namely, r cc t if r < t. Let us consider W, which is D with a relation of order 
z E w, if z = pe”, p > rO, and If4 G IhI. 
The order relation is defined in W, as follows (it is still denoted by the 
symbol 0~): 
z az’ if ]zI < Iz’] 
and if the semi-infinite line [z, z’ --P [ is totally contained in W,. Figure 1 
shows the areas where z CC z’ and where z’ a z. 
Let us take I and t in W, with r a t. If s is any point on the semi-infinite 
line [r, t[, s is in W,. Obviously 
s = r + A(t - r) 
for some A, 0 Q A < co. In addition, as Figs. 2 and 3 show, the points 
r + t - s and t + s - r are both in W, . 
In the following, we are not interested in finding the lower upper bound for 
K(r, t) when r and t belong to W,, but merely eager to prove the existence of 
a fundamental equation for a class of potentials which are not necessarily 
short range. For this purpose we need only prove that K(r, t) remains 
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FIGURE 2 
bounded when r and t belong to W, . Let r and t be in W, with r a t. Figure 
2 deals with the double integral j~+rj,2 ds IiertS du and may be used to 
prove the inequalities 
jr+t-s-ul,<2Is-rl<2jsl, 
Ju-(s+t-r)l<2)s-rJ<2Js/. GW 
Since (u+s(>:(r+t(, 
(u+s+r+t(~2ju+sl~4luj, I(u-s)+(t-r)I<2It-r[<2~tl. 
Figure 3 concerns the double integral 
/;r+“‘2 ds 1;:;:” du, 
FIGURE 3 
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and can be used to prove the inequalities 
Since r + t - s is below (r + t)/2 one has also 
The argument (1 - 22) of P, defined in Eq. (18) is therefore bounded by 
(1 - 2zl <B It/r1 and IP,l <A (t/t-l’, where B and A are some constants. 
Due to the form of the bound we just obtained, for the Riemann solution 
we introduce a reduced Riemann solution i? and a reduced translation kernel 
I? by 
R = A(s/r)’ I?, K(r, t) = A( I/r)’ I?(r, t). 
The integral equation for the reduced translation kernel obtained from (17) is 
&r, t) = f ir+ 1),2 s’R”U(s) ds + +A I’” ‘)‘* ds f “-’ l?U(s) I@, U) du 
+$A j(~+~),2dsj~f-r+s~U(~)~(s,u)~~’ (21) 
Equation (21) is solved by the method of successive approximations 
i&(r,f)=+ jm (s(‘RU(s)ds, 
(r+t)i* 
Em+ ,(r, t) = A r”+‘)‘* ds [“S-r xv(s) I?,&, u) du 
If r and c are complex variables, the symbols 
denote integrals in the complex plane where the variable s runs along any 
semi-infinite line \r,...[, (r + t/2,... [ which remains in IV,, that is a line which 
keeps the order relations r a s, (r + t)/2 a s. 
409/92/ 1-6 
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If r is real (r < TJ, the symbol m denotes an integration path which 
runs along the real axis from r to rO, and then follows the semi-infinite line 
r. + Ae” (w<$,,O<~< 03). 
The integration variable s remains in W, with r K s. 
Before studying the series which defines Z?(r, s), some estimates are 
necessary; they may also be found in [3]. 
(4 
(22) 
(b) SeeFig.2: Ir+tj<lu+sl. 
B= 
J^ 
(r+ f)‘2 I U(s)/ / ds 1 Jff;-+; I du I; 
I 
s 
(r+1)/2 
B< IQ)l IdsI l2SlY B< r~21~IIWll~~l~ J (23) r 
(c) See Fig.3: Ir+tl<lu+sl. 
C=~~+~~,21~~~~lI~~ljl+s-‘l~~l~ 
cqilwll~~llt-r;~ c<J IWI IdsI 2 IsI* 
r- 
(24) 
By definition l? = R(l; r, t; s, u) is such that 1x1 < 1. Together with Z?:, we 
use ~O,...,~'m, I?',+, and so on. According to Eq. (23), one has 
Z?,,(r, t) = 4 lrn s’kU(s) ds. 
(r+l)/z 
If r and t are in W,, one has r cc t; since the potential is “regular,” one 
has /? > 1+ 2. From 
KJr, t) = f jl+ s’l?U(s) ds 
(r t I)/* 
one obtains 
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According to (22), the preceding inequality implies 
I&(r, [)I Q fC(p) (l/lr + tl4-‘-I). 
In the same way, 
Let us define CY, I rl by 
Q-)=A J)l IWI WI. 
Mathematical induction shows that 
B(r, t) < (Ctj?)/lr + t14-‘-‘) exp a,(r) 
and 
IK(r, t>l < (C@>/lr + t14-‘-‘) exp o,(r) X A I l/r-l’ 
for r and t in W, , r cc t. 
We can formulate two lemmas: 
(25) 
LEMMA 1. If the potential is regular in W, (j3 > I+ 2), the translation 
kernel is bounded. It is absolutely integrable if/7 > I + 3. 
Let us define a solution f, of the Schriidinger equation equivalently by 
f,(l, k; r> = h,(L k; r) + $-jm G(f, k; r, s) U(s)f,(Z, k; s) ds 
r 
or by 
f,(l, k; r) = h,(Z, kr) + irn K(r, s) h,(f, ks) ds. 
r 
This solution is defined for Im k > 0. Take 0 < 6’ < I&, I for real k > 0 and 
--I d,, I< 8 < 0 for real k < 0 and consider 
F,(l, k; r) = h,(l, k, r) + Ja W, s) h,G ks) ds. 
0 
(26) 
We can formulate the second lemma. 
LEMMA 2. The function F, is the analytic continuation of f2. It is still a 
solution of Schr(idinger equation (1). Its domain of definition is the “union” 
of the half plane Im k Q 0 and the angular sector Y(8). 
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5. THE FUNDAMENTAL EQUATION 
A fundamental equation is shown to exist in the three cases: (a) u(i(r) real 
and (Cl), (C3), and (C4) hold. (b) U( ) r complex and (C2) holds. (c) U(r) 
complex and regular and (Cl), (C3), and (C4) hold. 
In all these three cases, we assume the potential of reference to be 
U(r) = 0; however, in the form of a remark at the end of (a) we shall 
indicate what changes must be made when the reference potential is real but 
different from zero and (Cl), (C3), and (C4) hold. 
A. U(r) Real and (Cl), (C3), and (C4) 
Equation (12) is rewritten with S’(k) - S(k) = T(k); when V’(r) =O, 
S’(k) = 1, T(k) = 1 - S(k), 
w(L k; r) = [.I-#, k; r) -f,(k k; r> + W)f,(L k; r>l, 
I,@, k; r) = -2i#(Z, k: r) k*‘+ ‘f ,‘(Z, k). 
Use of the Marchenko representation and that of the definition 
(27) 
(28) 
gives 
[h,(l, k, r) - h,(Z, kr)] = -2ij(l, kr) (29) 
-2i[#(Z, k; r) k*‘+ ‘s; ‘(1, k) -j(6 WI 
= T(k) h,(Z, kr) - 2i ja K(r, s)j(Z, ks) ds 
I 
+ T(k) jmK(r,s)h,(Z,ks)ds (30) 
r 
Equation (30) is multiplied by h,(Z, kt) and an integration from --co to +co 
is performed. This integration is meaningful if the potential satisfies 
lim T(k) = Ak*’ or T(k) = O(k*‘), k = 0. (C4) (31) 
Condition (C4) was the one we imposed at the beginning of Section 3. 
Discussion of the condition may be found in [ 131. By so doing and by 
defining 
$-j” h,(l, kr) T(k) h,(Z, ks) dk = F,(r, s), (32) m 
the r.h.s. of Eq. (28) can be transformed. To do so one uses the identity 
[s(x-~)-(-1)‘6(x+y)l=~jm j(Lk.x)h,(kky)dk. (33) cc 
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Let k = ik,, k, > 0 the pole of g(k) closest to the real axis, take 2p = k,; 
define the value a of Eq. (8) by 
Equations (11) and (12’) are used and one evaluates 
I=-2i 
I yrn [$(L k, r) k*‘+tf;‘(l, k) -Al, k, r)] h,(Z, kt) dk 
by computing the residues of the integrand R, where 
R = {Iv% k 4 - t&Z, k)/S,(Z, k))f,(k k; r] + 2ij(l, kr)} x h,(Z, kt) 
in the half plane Im k > 0. The poles, all of order one, happen for 
k = ipj, Pj > O 
One gets, for the integral I 
in Z we have used a dot for the derivative with respect o k. One transforms I 
using the Marchenko representation for f,(1, i/3j; r). Thus 
I = -27ci 
[ 
C (fz(Z, iP,)/jl(Z, iP,)) h,(Z, ipjr) h,(Z, ipit) 
1 
+ irn K(r, S) 1 dr;(k $j>/fl(L iP,>> h,(L i&s> h,(L iPjt> ds . (34) 
r i I 
Defining 
Qr, t) = F,(r, l) + F&, t), (35) 
Fd(r, t) = i C Qz(Z, @j>/S,(L iPj)> h,(Z, @jr) h,(Z, ibjf), (36) 
one gets the fundamental equation 
0 = F(r, t) + K(r, t) + jrn K(r, s) I;@, t) ds. (37) 
I 
Remark. Let V of Eq. (1) equal Vi + V’; let U’ and U2 be their reduced 
forms. When U’(r) (the reference potential) is not zero, T(k) = S’(k) - S(k); 
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the superscript 1 refers to U’(r). Equation (27) in a shorthand notation, 
becomes 
where K is the translation kernel from U’(r) to U’(r) + U’(r) = U(r). 
Instead of Eq. (30), we have 
v-[.f:+S’f;+S’Kf;-Kf:]=K[f;-f:]+Tf;+TKf;. (3O*) 
Both sides of Eq. (30”) are multiplied by f i and integrated over k. A residue 
method is used for the 1.h.s. and an integration over the real axis for the r.h.s. 
An equation similar to (37) follows. Now, however, one has 
&- m 2r J- f ;(l, k r)[S’(k) - S(k)]f :(f, k; t) dk, 
co 
and 
B. U(r) Complex but Short Range 
For I=O, see 121; for I#O, see [7]. 
lim T(k) = Ak*‘, T(k) = O(k”), k=O 
is automatically fulfilled. The difficulty, however, in this part B comes from 
the possible presence of spectral singularities. More precisely the integral 
SE00 dk in Eq. (30) must be replaced by Jr dk, where r has already been 
defined. 
Since Eqs. (11) and (12’) define ty(1,k;r) in Im k>a/2, any I&( < ]a/21 
such that the line -co + i&, +co + i& does not pass through a pole of S(k) or 
goes only through poles of order one does the job of defining some adequate 
r. Needless to say, the specific choice of E may mean a different sum of 
residues. In this paper, the contour r is always chosen in order for all the 
bound (normalizable) states to be in the upper half plane. 
As in Eq. (16b) of Section 3B, we take E > 0 with 
E = $ InfCo,, a/2). (16b) 
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Equation (16b) is Ljance’s choice in [2]. Now the integral I(I, x) 
z(z, x, y) = & ja +” j(Z, kx) h ,(L ky) dk 
171 -m+ia 
is computed. We have 
Z(Z,x,y)= [ch&(x-y)6(x-y)-(-1)‘chs(x+y)6(x+y)] 
= [4X-Y> - (-V&x +y)l, 
since c/z(O) = 1. 
Consequently, with the dehnition of I;c(r, t) 
one has 
Fc(r, t) = 4 jyt” h, (I, kr) T(k) h l(L W dk, 
00 + ie 
I 
a, t ie 
_ m + ia [w(k k; I)- WL WI A,(& kt) dk 
Wb) 
= 2z 
[ 
K(r, t) + Fc(r, t) + jm K(r, s) Fc(s, t) ds . 
r 1 
The 1.h.s. of the preceding equation is computed using the residue method 
in the half plane Im k > 0. The E of (32b) being positive, only normalizable 
states contribute to the sum. In addition, Eq. (16b) introduces all the 
normalizable states into the sum leaving out the spectral singularities. The 
residues, however, are not necessarily due to poles of order 1. We must use 
[ 7, Eq. 431 for a pole kmj of order m. 
Instead of Eq. (34), we have 
Z = -2ni c c D,[s(k) h,(l, kr) h,(l, kt) 
m i I k=k,j 
Note that in (32b), the values of T(k) for k + ie (k real) are required, not the 
values for k real! 
Finally, one obtains the same fundamental equation 
0 = F(T, t) + K(r, t) + jm K(r, s) F(s, t) ds, 
r 
(37b) 
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with again F(r, t) = FJr, t) + FJr, t), 
Fd = i\’ 5‘ D,@(k) h,(l, kr) A,(/, kt)lk+. ri- 
m i 
C. Regular Potentials 
Since analytic continuations are used, the existence of a bound for K(r, t), 
r and t in W, , r cc t is an essential part of the proof. Let D(r,, 4) be the 
domain of the complex plane of r where U(r) has a “regular” analytic 
continuation. Choose 0 < 8 < 14” ( w en h Rek>O and -]#,]<tY<O when 
Re k < 0. The solution F,(Z, k; r) of Eq. (26) is defined in the greater of the 
two angles [19, 7c - 81; it is the analytic continuation of f,(l, k; r) defined in 
Im k < 0. The Marchenko kernel K(r, t) used to represent f,(/, k; r) can be 
analytically continued in W, so as to be able to represent F,(I, k; r). 
In the angular sector Y(e), the physical solution has the representation 
~4, k; r) = [F,(L k; r) - W)f,(L k; r>l, (12c) 
S(k) = F,U, k),‘f~,L k). (13c) 
As in subsections A and B, we construct an equation (27) and we subtract 
-2ij(& kr) from both sides of the equation. Then we define E as in Eq. (16~) 
&=f I~f[lkil Isin Wil, IkJJ, 
and consider the broken line r = r’ + P, 
r= (-co + ie, --E + is, -c, 0) + (0, E, E + ic, co + ic). 
Remember that if all the real zeros of f,(l, k) are of odd order, one can 
take E = 0 and r reduces to (-co, +co). 
Along with r, one considers the Integral 
Z(l, r, t) = klr.j(L kr) h, (1, kt) dk. 
As before, when obtaining Eqs. (33a) and (33b), one gets 
Z(l, r, t) = [6(r - t) - (-1)’ 6(r + t)]. (33c) 
Note that the integrals along r’ and P are equal and worth half the integral 
along r. The same method as in subsection A and B is used and F,(r, t) is 
defined by 
$j h,(1, kr) T(k) h,(l, kt) dk = Fc(rr t). (32~) 
r 
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Since T(k) is defined in the angular sector Y(8), and since T(k) = O(k2’), 
the contour r of (30~) may be modified and a new r defined as follows: Let 
k, again be the zero of f,(l, k) closest to the real axis and k, the real zero 
closest to the origin 
k, = lkol exp iv,. 
Take p = f ] k, 1 and 0 = 4 ] vv, 1 and consider the integral with the symbol @co 
defined as follows: 
dk + 
Justification of the use of the Boo integral is left to the end of the section. 
The integral limit &o represents the new r. The transformation of the 
r.h.s. of Eq. (27~) follows. One must notice however that a term 
r -i-z?1 [W, s)h(k ks) dsl ” 
appears. This term vanishes since k is in Im k > 0 and since K(r, t) is 
bounded in W, . Above r the only singularities of fi(Z, k) are its nonreal 
zeros. They correspond to normalizable states. So one defines 
and 
F(r, t) = F,(r, t) + F&, t). 
The fundamental equation results and one has 
0 = K(r, t) + F(r, t) + jm K(r, s) F(s, t) ds. 
r 
(37c) 
(37c) 
As an equation for F(r, t), Eq. (37~) is a Volterra equation: the bound 
satisfied by K(r, t) induces a bound for F(r, t) and consequently the change 
on r, which leaves the poles of S(k) on the same side of I’, is justified. 
6. COMPLETENESS 
In this dissertation Rochus [S] shows that if one does not include 
spectral singularities, the method used by Newton [9] to prove the 
completeness of the spectrum extends itself from real to complex potentials, 
provided that the same conditions of “moments” are retained. It is very easy 
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to see that to include spectral singularities, the existence of a domain (strip, 
angular sector) in the complex plane where the regular solution can be 
represented as a linear superposition of the two Jost solutions is necessary. 
When one considers as in [9] the value of the ratio 
from 0 to co, one has to deal with the zeros of f,(l, k) and of f,(l, -k). An 
appropriate contour C and a special subset of L * (R ’ ) have to be selected. 
Here also the same choice will be necessary when after Eq. (45) we need to 
define F&-, t), so details are left for later. Newton’s method thereafter 
extends naturally, but it should be pointed out that the completeness can 
only be proven for a dense subset of L*(R ’ ). In this section, we want to 
analyze the relationship between the existence of a fundamental equation and 
the completeness of the spectrum. 
In the three cases for which the existence of a fundamental equation was 
proven, some completeness for the set of solutions was also proven. The two 
proofs were independent. It is therefore normal to study the interdependence 
of the two properties. We will, in what follows, allow for spectral 
singularities. 
When only a “weaker” completeness can be proved, the ‘weak” 
completeness implies a “weak” fundamental equation. The “strong” 
fundamental equation of Section 5 is not implied by the “weak” 
completeness. When strong completeness in L* exists, however, there is inter- 
dependence between strong completeness and a strong fundamental equation. 
There are two parts in Section 6, (a) the basic equation and (b) its 
discussion. 
A. The Basic Equation 
As we did earlier in these notes, we introduce the physical solution 
~4, k; r) = [ f#, k; r) - S(k)f,(k k; 91. (38) 
We assume the existence of a strip or of an angular sector P(e) where (38) 
may be extended, if such an extension is needed. When one needs such 
extension, the bound for the translation kernel implies the equality (E) 
CE) = J$ I 
.m 
K(r, s) h,(Z, ks) ds = K(r, s) h, (I, ks) ds. 
r 
Using (E) we have 
w(l, k; r> = [h,(Z, kr) - S(k) h,(l, kr)] 
+ i ,W, s)[W, ks) - S(k) h,G ks)] ds. rr,e (39) 
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It seems appropriate to define an input solution u(Z, k; r) by 
u(Z, k; r) = [h,(Z, kr) - S(k) h,(Z, kr)]; 
w(Z, k, r) is a solution of the differential equation 
[ (d2/dr2) + k2 - (Z(Z + 1)/r*) - U(r) ] w(Z, k; r) = 0, 
U = U, + iv,; (40) 
and ~(2, k; r) is a solution of an equation similar to (40) where U, and U, 
are set equal to zero. The equation for u(Z, k; r) may sometimes be called the 
unperturbed equation. 
Equation (41) adjoint to (40) is also introduced with a= U, - ill,: 
[(d2/dr2) + k2 - (Z(Z + 1)/r’) - U(r)] w(Z, k; r) = 0. (41) 
We have 
y/(Z, k; r) = u(Z, k; r) + ,&K(r, s) u(Z, k; s) ds, 
0 
(42) 
y/*(Z, k; f) = f*(Z, k; t) + j-K*@, s) zi*(Z, k; s) ds. 
tr,>e 
(43) 
From (42) and (43) one gets 
yl(Z, k; r) V*(k k; 4 
= u(Z, k; 4 C*(Z, k; 0 + j;;; u(Z, k; r) K*(t, s) E*(Z, k; s) ds 
+ 
j 
- K(r, s) u(Z, k; s) C*(Z, k; t) ds 
rr,@ 
+ 
I 
----, K(r, s) u(Z, k; s) ds I?*@, z) U*(Z, k; z) dz. 
rr,t3 I ;;;;;: 
Using the definition of the u’s and the equalities for k real 
S(k) g*(k) = 1 = S(k) S(-k), 
j*(Z, kr) =j(Z, kr), h,(Z, kr) = (-1)’ h,(Z, -kr), 
(44) 
one gets 
u(Z, k; r) U*(Z, k; t) 
=j(Z, kr)j(Z, kt) - $ [h,(Z, -kr){S(-k) - 1) h,(Z, -kt)] 
- 4 [h,(Z, k;.){S(k) - 1) h,(Z, kt)]. (45) 
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It is clear at this point that the simultaneous presence in (45) of S(k) and 
S(-k) together with the requirement that r of Marchenko must be kept in 
the half plane Im k > 0 jeopardize the connection between the Parseval 
identity and the existence of a Marchenko equation. 
A contour C is introduced as in ]lO]. It goes from 0 to co and is made of 
segments of semiaxis k > 0 and of small semicircles with the aid of which 
each of the positive zeros of f,(f, -k) (p o es 1 of S(-k)) are bypassed in the 
lower half k-plane, and the positive zeros of f,(l, k) (poles of S(k)) are 
bypassed in the upper half k-plane. If the singularities are all of odd order, it 
is clear that they will combine two-by-two into a principal value and a 
residue. If any of them has an even order of multiplicity, however, this is not 
so. For a meaningful development, one introduces the manifold & of L* of 
functions. It comprises the set of all functions Q(s) of L* having the property 
that for each real positive zero off,(I, k), the integral I is finite, where 
in Z, ~(1, k; s) is the physical solution. 
Then in view of the holomorphy of $(k*), defined by 
each of the semicircles occuring in the contour C can be replaced by a 
diameter spanning its endpoints. In [lo] and later in [3], Ljance proved for 
I = 0 that the manifold 4, is dense in L*(R ‘); its proof extends from I = 0 to 
I # 0. 
We therefore multiply 
J j(l, k; r) U*(L k; t) dk c 
from the left byf(r), an arbitrary function of L2(R ‘) and from the right by 
4(t) an arbitrary function of 4,. The r and t integrations are performed and 
followed by a k integration from 0 to 03. To simplify the notation, no 
mention is made of these multiplications by f(r) or by O(t), but their use is 
implied whenever necessary. So we write, in a simplified manner 
i C 
u(l, k; r) U*(f, k; t) dk = t [6(r - t) + Fc(rr r)], 
where 
(46) 
F&, t) = $1: O” h,(l, kr)[ 1 - S(k)] h,(Z, kt) dk 
cc 
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since the contour C has shrunk into the real axis [0, co[ and since the 
symmetry k -+ -k has been used. 
In view of Eq. (46) and its “restricted” meaning, using Eqs. (43a) and 
(43b), we get 
I C I,@, k; r) q*(l, k; t) dk = 1 [S(r - t) + Fc(r, t)] 
++ 
[j r&G 
dsK(r, s) Z?*(t, s) 
t ; [Wr, t) t ja W, 3) Fc(s, 4 dsl 
0 
tL3dsjzi 
dzK(r, s) Fc(s, z) K*(t, z) 
I 
. (47) 
,I 0 
Using (E), we rewrite Eq. (47) as 
I C I&, k; r) I,?*(& k; t) dk = + [6(r - t) t I?*(& r)] 
t Fc(r, t) + K(r, t) + jm K(r, s) Fc(s, t) ds] 
I 
t 1 jtm ds [F,(r, z) + K(r, z) 
t jr0 dzK(r, s) Fc(s, t) E*(t, z) . 
I I I 
(47’) 
In the same way as we have introduced the continuous states ~(1, k, r) by 
Eq. (39), we introduce the normalizable states by 
i C C 0,[11/(/, k; r) I*(& k; f)]k=k,,,j. 
m j 
One defines 
I v(L k r) W*(L k t) dk t i C C o,j[W[(l, k; r) P*(Z, k; t)]k=k,, C m j 
= $ ~(1, k; r) t+T*(l, k; t) dk 
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and obtains 
$ 
Y(Z, k; r) I,?*(/, k; t) dk = I [ 6(r - t) + g*(t, r) ] 
J 
.a + M(r, t) + M(r, s) f*(t, s) ds, 
I 
with 
(48) 
M(r, t) 3 F(r, t) + K(r, t) + jrn K(r, s) F(s, t) ds. 
r 
Equation (48) is the basic equation to be discussed. 
B. Discussion 
First let us assume that the set of solutions of both the perturbed and the 
unperturbed equation are complete in some subspace L’2 dense in L2 so that 
Perseval identities exist both for the perturbed and the unperturbed set of 
solutions. In other words, let us assume 
$ I&Z, k; r) @*(Z, k; t) dk = $- 6(r - t). 
Then according to Eq. (48) we are left with 
0 = i?*(t, r) + M(r, t) + j’” M(r, s) I?*(& s) ds. 
I 
(49) 
Since r < t, E*(c, r) = 0 and Eq. (49) is a Volterra equation for M(r, t). The 
bound for K(r, t) is also a bound for z*(s, t). Equation (49) therefore has 
the trivial solution and 
M(r, t) = 0 in L”, r < t. 
At this point it must be remembered that M(r, r) is not necessarily the 
“strong” Marchenko equation (37). If the presence of spectral singularities 
has imposed the special treatment of multiplication by the healing function 
4(t) and the t integration, it is a “weak” Marchenko equation. 
Conversely, we assume the existence of a (weak) fundamental equation 
which has at least a solution: there exists some K(r, t) such that M(r, t) = 0 
in L”. Back to Eq. (48), we have 
$: y(Z, k; r) p*(l, k; t) = + [6(r - t) + E*(t, r)] 
= +6(r - t) = 1 j(Z, k; r)J*(l, k; r) dk. 
C 
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The weak completeness of the solutions of the perturbed equation results 
from the completeness of the solutions of the unperturbed equation and the 
existence of a (weak) fundamental equation. 
7. CONCLUSION 
Leaving aside the many-channel problem which requires consideration of 
matrix equations, we have proved the existence of a fundamental equation in 
the three following cases. 
(a) Real potentials which are (Cl), (C3), and (C4). 
(b) Complex but short range potentials; (Cl), (C3), and (C4) are then 
automatically satisfied. 
(c) Complex and regular potentials which are (Cl), (C,3) and (C4). 
Three elements were required for the proof: (1) a conuergenf sum over the 
discrete normalizable states, (2) a bounded translation kernel, and (3) a 
domain of validity for the representation of the physical solution if 
“troublesome” spectral singularities occur. 
In case (a), the reality of U(r) combined with (Cl), (C3), and (C4) 
guarantees the finiteness of the spectrum. Condition (C3) guarantees the 
existence of the translation kernel, and (C4) the absence of trouble for I# 0 
as k approaches zero. 
In case (b), the short range of the potential makes f,(1, k) analytic in 
Im k < a/2 and makes the representation of the regular solution valid in 
Im k < a/2. All the conditions l-3 are satisfied. 
In case (c), the regularity makes f,(/, k) analytic in the angle (OA, OB), 
A =pe-iti, B =peiC~tO), making the set of singularities in (OA’, OB’), 
AI = &o, B’ = pe(n-r), finite. In addition, the same regularity provides an 
angular sector for the representation of the regular solution. Since one has 
(Cl)-(C3), everything needed for the fundamental equation is present. 
Our study of the spectra of some non-selfadjoint operators and our 
discussion of the relationship between the completeness and the existence of 
a fundamental equation contribute to the investigation recently revived by 
[ 1 l] of the spectrum of non-selfadjoint operators. 
Back to the inverse problem, we recall the reduction of any I# 0 to an 
I = 0 situation when T(k) = o(k2’). When the potential is real, necessary and 
sufficient conditions for the solution of the inverse problem to be satisfied by 
the scattering data are known [ 1, 121. When the potential is complex, we are 
not so happy. One does not know what “adequate denumeration” as it is 
called in [2] means. In other words, what is a denumeration which would 
guarantee the uniqueness of the solution? 
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It is not sufficient to call “adequate” a denumeration which assures the 
necessary uniqueness of the factorization of S(k) [ 14 1; one has also to be 
sure of the uniqueness of the solution of the fundamental equation. The two 
uniquenesses are not connected. 
If all discrete states are simple, it will be interesting to know what 
necessary and sufficient conditions the I = 0 scattering data must satisfy; this 
will be the first interesting problem! 
A second interesting problem is to find those conditions on the potential 
which will eliminate the spectral singularities. 
On the related topic of finiteness of the discrete spectrum, we know for 
instance that the condition that the potential be short range cannot be essen- 
tially improved within the category of moment conditions [ 151, to go further 
it was necessary to resort to a regularity condition. The price to be paid for 
extending Marchenko’s method to complex interactions was somewhat high; 
it was necessary to extend the S(k) function into the complex plane and to 
use information which does not correspond to physical energies. 
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